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Laurie Henry of Cambridge, Maryland, who is working on a doctoral degree in accountancy at The University of Mississippi, was recently recognized for her contributions to The Academy of Accounting Historians. Dr. O. Finley Graves, an associate professor in the Ole Miss School of Accountancy, presented Ms. Henry with a briefcase on behalf of The Academy. Ms. Henry assisted in producing the book *The Costing Heritage: Studies in Honor of S. Paul Garner* for The Academy and helped to organize The Academy's recent international forum on accounting research methods that was hosted by Ole Miss. Ms. Henry also serves as an associate editor for the *Accounting Historians Journal*.

BERGEVARN RECEIVES ACADEMY RESEARCH GRANT

The 1992 Graduate Research Grant is awarded to Lars-Eric Bergevarn of the Gothenburg School of Economics and Commercial Law in Gothenburg, Sweden. Bergevarn's research study is entitled, "Accounting Norms In Motion — Some Conclusions Out of Three Case Studies In Accounting History," and is in the areas of cost and municipal accounting. Recognition and presentation of the award is planned for the First Annual Academy Reception on Sunday, August 9, 1992, in Washington, D.C.

The Graduate Research Grant was established in 1991 as means to encourage and support research in accounting history in graduate programs. An ad-hoc committee of Academy members was established to select the winner from the proposals submitted.